Denver-area students accuse school board of censoring U.S. history
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(CNN) –

One poster said "Censoring history = No Education."
Another read "We deserve to know the truth."

The signs were just a few lining the streets as hundreds of students from at least seven Denver-area schools walked out of their classrooms Tuesday and Wednesday to protest a proposal by a member of the Jefferson County School Board, according to CNN affiliates KDVR and KMGH.

The proposal calls for a new panel to review the schools’ curricula, but that's not the part that has students and parents outraged.

It is the call for a review of the Advanced Placement curriculum for U.S. history classes to ensure that teaching materials present positive aspects of U.S. history and its heritage. According to the wording of the proposal, teaching materials should "promote citizenship, patriotism ... (and) respect for authority” and not "encourage or condone civil disorder, social strife or disregard of the law."

"I understand that they want to take out our very important history of slavery and dropping the atomic bombs on Hiroshima and Nagasaki because it portrays the U.S. in a negative light, but truth is truth"
said Casey McAndrew, a high school senior.
Only one person in history has ever dropped the most devastating weapon of mass destruction, the Atomic Bomb on people. Truman dropped an Atomic bomb on a non-military target without any warning or ultimatum. This was in complete violation of the war treaties that prohibit such acts. And without giving the Japanese a proper chance to surrender, he dropped a second ATOMIC BOMB onto another city populated mostly by innocent women and children. By far the most horrendous war crime of all time went unpunished, unchallenged, and even unreported to most of the world. Truman (a suspected latent Homosexual) was an ex Hat maker who used mercury to make hats. We say “Mad as a Hatter” because mercury toxicity in hatters erodes the brain and makes people MAD (CRAZY) as a Hatter. This is obviously the worst war crime of all time and it is an embarrassment to the US that many attempt to sweep under the rug. The lesson of these horrendous malicious crazy war crimes needs to be told.

Only one movie maker has had the courage to take Truman to court posthumously. In the movie “The War Crime Trial of Harry S Truman we see an actual trial. No scripts, just a real trial done by professional lawyers. It takes courage to stand up against those who seek image over truth. Watch and see.
THE WAR CRIME trial of Harry S. Truman

This movie won a Top Accolade Award at the Lajoya Film Festival

It describes the true account of the irrational and illegal events around the dropping of the bomb are brought out of history. True happenings such as that:

1. The War was effectively over after the immense fire bombing of Tokyo. There was no army, navy, or air force in Japan. They were teaching women and children to fight with sticks.

2. The United States intercepted a communication confirming that the Japanese wanted to surrender. There was no open diplomatic channel for surrender, if Truman would have just asked the bomb might not be needed.

3. According to the war treaty that the United States had signed, it was illegal to drop a large bomb on a populace without some type of ultimatum. Truman had no real military experience and did not want to talk to Japanese. No warning was give. And with no chance for surrender to happen a second atomic bomb was dropped.

4. Hiroshima was not a military target. There was simply refugees, women and children and no military or military manufacturing.

5. Harry Truman had mercury toxicity which aggravated an inferiority complex. His actions of three atmospheric atomic detonations, will kill over two hundred thousand American via cancer from the radioactive fallout.

This movie is not to portray any country or people as heros or villains. This movie is a psychopath detector.

Psychopaths see no problem in killing. They can easily justify it. The worst of these psychopaths even have no aversion to seeing children die. I have always thought that the best test of a psychopath was if there is no compassion for the children of Hiroshima and Nagasaki, if there is absolutely no sign of any remorse, this is a sign of psychopath.

Some people learn to become psychopaths from hates or culture. They learn bias and discrimination. Bigots are not born they are taught. These psychopaths plant the seed of hatred and the seed grows. We must learn how to detect a psychopath and learn to not have relation with him, he lies. Do not lend him money, he does not care. And whatever you do, do no elect a psychopath. They can only do harm. The loss of trust and respect for Americans started here with the 'War Crimes of Harry S. Truman'.
Hiding the truth of history to spare embarrassment is wrong in so many ways. Persecuting those who seek to tell the truth is even more incorrect.
1. Truman violated the International Laws of War by dropping a weapon of mass destruction on innocent people without an ultimatum or even a warning.

2. After the massive napalm fire-bombing of Tokyo killing millions and destroying one of the world’s most busy and largest cities, the war was indeed over.

3. There was now NO Japanese Army, NO Japanese Navy, NO Japanese Air Force in Japan. Helpless the Japanese were teaching women and children how to defend the streets with sticks and stones.

4. The US Air Force was running unopposed air strikes on the remaining cities and was running out of targets.

5. The US intercepted a message that the Japanese were desperately trying to surrender as soon as possible, but Truman adamantly refused to restore diplomatic contact.

6. Un-elected at the time president Truman was a Mad Hatter with a severe inferiority complex and rumored to be a latent homosexual. His mental stability was questionable at the time.

7. America still allows just one man (Stable of Not at the Time) to drop bombs on people.

8. After dropping an Atomic Bomb on a non-military target Hiroshima, Truman did still did not open diplomatic contact and without explanation dropped a second Atomic Bomb on another non-military city.

9. Filled with guilt Truman opened the Nuremberg War Crimes Trial to take German citizens as well as the military to trail.
10. Any not supporting the bombing of innocents is branded as non-patriotic

True patriotism is dealing with such truths.